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Market landscape: 
Experience-driven commerce 
is still a challenge.

Elastic Path & Bloomreach: 
Unleash personalized buying 
experiences.

Today’s buyers are in the driver seat. They have all 
the information at their fingertips, including access 
to lowest prices and best offers. To differentiate 
and win over customers, brands need to provide 
convenient and personalized experiences during their 
buyer’s journey. However, for many brands, extensive 
personalization is still out of reach.

The backbone of personalized buyer experience is 
the ability to display the right content, to the right 
customers, in the right channel at the right time. To 
achieve this goal, enterprises need to gain customer 
insights by aggregating and analyzing data from 
different sources. This knowledge can then be 
leveraged to personalize search results, content and 
how the products are organized and displayed to the 
customer.

Delivering a uniquely personalized buying journey is
accomplished through marrying a best-in-class 
headless platform from Elastic Plath with a modern 
experience management solution from BloomReach to 
create an industry-leading unified commerce solution.

Elastic Path provides headless commerce capabilities
allowing customers to shop conveniently across 
traditional and emerging touchpoints. The platform 
offers a unified view of customer behavior and interest,
cumulative data from each customer’s interaction and 
a transaction history across their individual buying 
journey.

BloomReach provides an open standards-based 
platform that integrates data, content and services 
to empower developers and marketers alike. The 
BloomReach Digital Experience Platform leverages 
Elastic Path’s commerce capabilities and customer 
data to personalize each customer’s shopping journey 
across touchpoints.
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Joint solution
Benefits 
Commerce on your terms. Break free with best-in-class headless commerce from Elastic Path and intelligent
digital experience from BloomReach to power any innovative experiences you can dream up.

Differentiate your brand. Take the best of breed approach to shape buyer-specific journeys on any
touchpoint or device.

Accelerate innovation. Test new markets and experiment with new ways of reaching customers, such as voice
commerce, chatbots, AR/VR, connected devices and more.

Unify selling. Create content and commerce synergy across brands, geographies and business models on a
single platform.

Get going fast. Leverage our starter store to get started in weeks with a leading content and commerce
solution.

Future-proof your brand. Leverage a headless architecture with ultimate flexibility to power innovation and
deliver unique digital experiences.
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This solution helps businesses to create remarkable personalized buying experiences across traditional and digital
touchpoints while staying ahead of competition.

Flexible architecture
Modern headless architecture provides businesses 
with the flexibility and agility they need in today’s 
hypercompetitive environment

Intelligent search
Advanced algorithms with natural language 
processing can understand semantics and shopper 
intent to optimize search results and browsing 
experiences for 1:1 personalization

Touchpoint innovation
An API-driven commerce platform allows enterprises to 
engage and convert customers across traditional and 
emerging touchpoints, including web, mobile,  
chat-bots, AR/VR, connected devices and others

Enhanced merchandising
A full suite of tools including predictive insights, visual
merchandising, and measurable targeting and 
testing for merchandisers to create experiences that 
inspire and convert customers

Digital experience management
A unique combination of content as a service, support 
for innovative single page applications (SPAs), and full 
page rendering to enable any resource to feed into 
any channel, touchpoint or application

Flexible deployment model
This solution supports flexible deployment models 
including onpremises, private or public cloud. It can 
be scaled horizontally as needed to support surges 
in demand during seasons, promotions, and new 
geography and product launches


